
LEAD SERVICE LINE REPLACEMENT 

Chapter 8.0 -
Lead Service Line Replacement 

6.1 Overview of LSL 
Replacement 
Requirements 

Lead Service Lines (LSLs) have been 
shown to contribute significant amounts 
« lead to drinking water at the CXlllSUD&"a 
tap. Corrosion cmtrol techniques are c:ften 
eifective in minimizing lead levels aseodat
ed with LSLs by establishing a protective 
coating on the interior pipe surface. 
Although EPA believ• that corrosion 
control treatment will be the primary 
means of lead level reduction for the 
msjority of water systems, the establish
ment of such protection can vary from 
house. to house. In many instances, 
corrosion control and/or source water 
treatment alone will not be sufficient to 
reduce lead levels below the lead AL. In 
such cases a PWS must replace its LSLs 
in accordance with the LSLRP require
ments (§l,!l.84). EPA believes that -the 
progressive replacement of LSLs which 
contribute to lead levels above 0.015 ~ 
will reduce adverse health risks imposed 
by lead exposure. . 

The Lead Service Line Replacement 
Program (LSLRP) in the June 7, 1991 rule 
is premised on five principles: (1) corro-, 
sion control can reduce lead levels from 
LSLs in some instances, but high levels 
may persist after treatment; (2) a system 
is triggered into a LSLRP if the system 
exceeds the lead AL after installing 
optimal cxrrosion control and source wat.er 
treatment (follow-up monitaing); (3) wat.er 
systems should only be responsible for 
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removing that portion of each LSL they 
control; ( 4) a system is not required to 
physically replace individual IBLs if direct 
sample lead concentrations are 0.015 ~ 
or less and (5) water systems must 
annually replace at least 7 percent of the 
total number of LSLs in place at the 
beginning of the LSLRP. 

Any water system that continues to 
exceed the lead AL after implementing 
q:,timal arrosian control treatment &'3d/or 
source water treatment · (whichever is 
installed later), <r during any subsequent. 
monitoring period, must begin replacing 
LSLa identified within the distribution 
systsm. '!he IBLRP beg;na on the date the· 
system exceeds the lead AL as referenced 
above (i.e., January 1 or July 1 of a given 
year). The State also has the authority to 
require IBLRP oommencement immedi~ 
ly for systems who have failed to install 
arurce water <r <DTOBion control treatment 
by the deadline. for follow-up morii'"°!"ing 
as provided in §141.86(d)(2). 

A water syst.em which is triggered into 
the LSLRP is required to take three steps: 
(1) conduct a comprehensive materials 
evaluation (if not already completed) to 
identify all homes or buildings served by 
LSLs; (2) establish a achedule f<r replacing 
IBLs; and (3) physically replace all LSLs 
controlled by the system. Water systems 
can avoid replacing individual LSLs that 
are shown to contribute 0.015 DlfP'L or less 
to tap water lead levels as measured in 
IBL samples. Water systems can discon
tinue the LSLRP if they demonstrate that 
the lead levels in first.draw water collected 
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at targeted taps are below the lead AL for 
two consecutive six-month monitoring 
periods. If a syst.em subsequently exceeds 
the lead AL during any monitcring period, 
the LSLRP must be recommenced. 

The following sections discuss the 
ratiooale cL the LSLRP requirements, LSL 
control and related requirements, materi
als evaluation, LSL replaoement schedules, 
and repmtinwreard-keeping requirements. 

6.2 LSL Control and 
Related Requirements 

EPA believes its authority to impose 
resu}at<ry requirements on PWSs ext.ends 
only to thoee distribution facilities under 
the control of the PWS. Under the Rule, 
systems replacing LSLs are required to 
replace the portions of l.SLs under their 
control, presuming that the system 
controls the entire LSL (up to the building 
inlet). PWSs may rebut the presumption 
that they control the entire lead service 
line and replace only that portion which 
an appropriate legal authority (i.e., State 
statu:.e, rmwic:pal orcli1· !lllce, public 
service contract, et.c.) defines as controlled 
by the PWS. The definition of control is 
discussed in the following subsection and 
is followed by explanations of the require
ments for control presumption rebuttal 
and partial LSL replacement. 

8.2.1 LSL Control 
Determination. 

Control is defined in §141.84(e) as one 
of the following forms of authority: 
• Authority to set standards for 

construction, repair, or maintenance 
of the line; 
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• Authority to replace, repair, or 
maintain the service line; and, 

• Ownership of the line. 
EPA acknowledges that ownership 

and/or control of I.SLs is often split 
between the P\lYS and the f40Petty owner. 
Depending upon State laW'B or municipal 
ordinances, some public water systems 
control and/Qr own connections up to the 
property line, · others control and/or own 
the LSL and other connections up to the 
building, and still others control and/or 
own the service connections only up to the 
curb (see Figure 6-1). It should be noted 
that a lead gooeeneck is part of the LSL 
<mJy when it is attached tD the LSL. Where 
I.SL ownership is split between the utility 
and the uaer, utilities sometime retain 
authority to prescribe the standards for 
construction, repair, and maintenance of 
service lines, and a right of entry to 
perform work deemed necessary. 

8.2.2 Rebuttal of Control 
Presumption. 

''7ttt.e:···-'ysterr.s -a~ required to replace 
the entire LSL (up to the building inlet) 
unless they can successfully demonstrate 
t.o the Stat.e that part m the I.SL is beyond 
their control. A water system can rebut 
the control presumption by citing local 
ordinances or State statutes, or in the case 
of private systems, the contract between 
the syst.ems and their customers that limit 
the extent of control. 

Systems that do not intend to replace 
the entire LSL are required to submit a 
letter to the State, within the first year 
m their replacement schedule, demonstrat
ing that their control is limited. This lett.er 
must be aaxmpanied by a copy m the legal 
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Figure 6-1. Extent of LSL Control 
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-authority the water system is relying upon 
to justify its position that the extent of its 
control is limited. On the basis of this legal 
authority, the State will determine 
whether the system correctly interprets 
its relevant legal authority. 

EPA believes that requiring State 
review of PWS control presumption 
rebuttals is important to ensure that 
systems correctly apply the regulatory 
definition of control to their system. To 
expedite implementation of LSL replace
ment, States are not required to approve 
a system's interpretation of its legal 
authority prior to the system beginning 
IBL replacement. However, the State may 
determine that a system has incorrectly 
interpreted the anent of its control over 
LSLa. In all such instances, the State is 
required to explain the basis for its 
decision in writing and notify the system 
of that decision. The system must then 
replace the portion of the LSL under its 
control as determined by the State. Where 
a system's control does not extend over 
the entire LSL, the system is required to 
offer w replace the porti\}~ of" the ~~ 
controlled by the homeowner but is not, 
required to bear the cost of replacing the 
building owner's portion of the line. 

6.2.8 Partial LSL 
Replacement. 

Systems replacing LSLs are required 
to replace the portions of the LSLa that 
are under their "control" as defmed in 
§141.84(e) of the LCR and Section 6.2.1 
of this manual. Control is often split 
between the PWS and the property owner. 
This potentially limits the PWS's ability 
to remove the entire LSL. The Rule 
requires that the system offer to replace 

any portion of the LSL controlled by the 
homeowner but is not required to bear the 
cost of replacing the homeowner's portion. 

Partial replacement of LSLs has been 
observed, in some cases, to result in sh<rt
term but significant increases in tap water 
lead levels (Hulsmann, 1990; Schock, 
1990). EPA believes that such increases 
and .associated health impacts will be 
minimized mnce effective corrosion control 
should be in place by that time, and also 
because customers will be informed rL how 
they can minimize their exposure. The 
primary COl'.D!IC11 regarding lead in drinkir~ 
water is not acute toxicity, but rather 
lead's capacity to accumulate in the body 
and result in chronic health effects. Thus, 
EPA beliews that the pot.ential risks pmed 
by such temporary increases are out
weighed by the importance of having lead 
levels reduced over the long term. 

In those locations where only a portion 
of the LSL is replaced, PWSs must notify 
affected customers and offer them the 
option of having a follow-up tap sample 
collected and analyzed to determine 
w~ether ,1ere hti,.s·been an inc:reaSlf in ... !lJ> 
water lead levefi.. ·The PWS will not be 
required to pay for the collection or 
analysis of such samples nor will the 
system be required to collect and analyze 
the sample itself. However, if a customer 
accepts the offer, the PWS must report the 
sampling results to the customer within 
14 days of partial replacement. The 
purpose c:L collecting the follow-up samples 
is to identify those locations where tran
sient increases in water lead levels could 
occur and inform residents of the precau
tionary steps they should take (i.e., 
flushing water at the taps). Methods for 
collecting LSL samples at consumers' taps 
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are described in the LCR Guidance Manual, 
Volume 1 (Section 4.3). 

6.3 Materials EPalualion 

A axnplete decamination of all I.SL sites 
may not have been accomplished during the 
Material Survey for the Sample Plan 
Development. This survey effort must be 
completed if a system is triggered into the 
LSLR.P, because the initial number of~ 
determined serves as the basis for 
replacement rate determination. Methods 
for determining the locations of LSLs were 
presented in Section 3 .0 of the Lead and 
Copper Rule Guidance Manual, Volume 1. 
Twelve months after a water system is 
triggered into the LSLRP, it is required to 
submit to the State a revised materials 
evaluation identifying the initial number of 
LSLs in its distribution system. The initial 
number of LSLs is the number of LSLs in 
place at the time the LSLRP begins. 

EPA believes 12 months is an adequate 
period of time~ -~ ~r-'~ ~ 
have obtlbled sucifmtbnnattOh 'either when 
they were required to determine whether 
their distribution system contained lead or 
copper pipes [§141.42(d)], or when they 
established their · sampling pool for tap 
monitoring under this Rule. While some 
municipalities will undoubtedly have 
inadequate records documenting the location 
of its LSLs, most systems arc not required 
to submit a complete material evaluation of 
LSLs to the State until 8 to 10 ycan after 
promulgation of the Rule. EPA believes this 
provides water systems with sufficient time 
to locate all LSLs and recommends that 
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system, with mooitming data incticaring LSLs 
may be a problem begin identifying the 
location of LSLs now. 

6.4 LSL Replacement and 
Schedule Requirements 

Systems which become subject to the 
LSLRP mus~ physically replace all LSLs, 
cxa:pt thme fir which thc lead con..eamation 
in all lead service line samples is less than 
<r ~ to 0.015 mg/L. Thm, sysam have 
a choice between replacing LSLs or 
conducting monitoring of the line to 
determine if the lead levels arc less than or 
equal to 0.015 mg/L. LSLs may be consid
md to be •piysically a:ptaa:d·' via thc lead 
contribution presumption rebuttal and when 
excavation reveals that a presumed LSL is 
in fact not a LSL. Rcprdless of how LSLs· 
arc replaced/monitored, the process must 
proceed at the annual rate specified by the 
State and in accordance with siz.c. dependant 
LSI.RP schedules. The fmlowing subscdiom 
discu._u rebuttal of th-. l~~rl contribu~on 
presumption, tq>laccmcrttleliroiriation rares, 
sac-dependent LSLRP schedules, and 
LSLRP discontinuation. 

6.4.l Rtbuttal of uad Contribution 
Presumption. 

TIie •tcad contribution presumption• 
csscmially presumes that each LSI... scheduled 
for replacement significantly contributes to 
lead concentratiom of more than 0.015 rng/L 
at the tap. Systems may rebut this 
presumption for individual LSLs, via 
sampling and analysis, if LSL samples (not 
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first-0raw) reveal that the lead C01U1Datiom 
are no more than 0.015 mg/L. 

Detailed sampling procedures for LSL 
monitoring are provided in Chapter 4.0 of 
Volume I of the Lead and Copper Rule 
Guidance Manual; a general description is 
provided below. Each I.SL sample must be 
one liter in volume and stand motionless in 
the LSL for at least six houn. LSL samples 
must be collected in one of the following 
ways: 

1. Calculating . the interior diameter and 
length of the pipe between the tap and 
the LSL, flushing the caladatcd volume 
of water, aid collecting the next one liter 
of water; (Table 3-3 provides volumes 
ex standing water fir vanom pipe lcng1h.1 
and diameten); 

2. Tapping directly into the LSL and 
collecting one liter of water from the 
line; or 

3. Allowing the water to run until there is 
a change in temperature and collecting 
one liter of wat., irnll1C'4iately after the 
change takes i, ..... -. IlllS r&.&n.;..J may 
be used only when the sampling site is 
constructed as a single family residence. 
If the concentration in the LSL sample 

is less than or equal to 0.015 mg/L, then 
the system need not replace the individual 
LSL. Furthermore, each of these LSLs may 
be counted as •replaced• in the LSLRP 
accounting system. LSL monitoring by 
PWSs is strictly optional. A water system 
may choose to replace LSLs without 
conducting any monitoring, regardless of 
actual lead contribution, or if lead levels in 
LSLs are expected to exceed 0.015 mg/L. 
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6.4.2 Rtplac1m1nt/Eliminalion 
Rates. 

It is difficult to establish a replacement 
rate that can be applied nationwide because 
the number of LSLs in each system varies 
trancrdously. EPA estimaa that I..Sl.s may 
comprise anywhere from 10 to 50 percent 
ex the service lines in those systems that have 
LSLs. Replacement of all LSLs via normal 
maintenance schedules could take as long 
as SO yean for some systems. EPA believes 
that it is necessary to accelerate the rate at 
which LSI.RP systems rq,lace LSLs in mder 
to emure that pi>lic health will be adequate
ly protected. States will be in the best 
position to assess the factual circumstances 
of each individual system and the schedule 
the system can feasibly meet. 

EPA dea:bi that in m cmc can a I..SlJU) 

system take more than 15 years to replace 
all its LSLs; where LSL •replacement· 
consists of the summation of the following: 
• LSLs physically replaced; 
• L~ for which the ~lead contribution 

presumption" is succ"~.Jlly rebutted via 
sampling and analysis; and 

• Lines identified as LSLs in the materials 
evaluation which arc found not to be 
LSLs upon excavation. 

Therefore wat~r systems subject to the 
LSLRP arc required to annually •replace• 
at least 7 percent of their initial number of 
LSLs u idcnrifio:I in the materials evaluation 
(see Section 6.3). For example, a system 
that identifies 10,000 LSLs in its materials 
evaluation wouJd be required to cumulatively 
account for replacement of at least 700 
individual/additional LSLs each year via 
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physical LSL replacement, LSL lead 
contribution rebuttals, and/or when initially 
identified LSLs arc found not to be LSLs 
upon excavation. The system's LSL 
replacement pool for a given year, for 
example, could potentially consist of 
690 LSLs which arc physically replaced, 
8 LSL lead contribution rebuttals, and 2 via 
excavation. An lSL repl~ work sheet, 
which could be used to usist sysam in their 
LSLRP accounting proce.u, and a completed 
example have been included as Tables 6-1 
and 6-2, respectively. 

The Rule also requires that water systems 
replace LSu at a grca&ei rue 1han 7 peroem 
annually where the State finds that an 
accelerated schedule is feasible. The State 
must make such determinations in writing 
~ !11ust. notify the system of its findings 
within six months after the system is 
triggered into the LSLRP. 

6.4.3 Si.u-1Jepe111knt 
LSLRP Schtduks. 

Ibe timing of LSLRP requirements is 
depen~t upon when systems complete 
CD10SD1 aX1trol aml/cr !OUlte wan treatment, 
which in tum varies based upon system size. 
This is particuJarly true for small and medium 
siz.e systems based upon whether or not a 
corrosion control study is conduct.ed. Schedules 
for small and medium-si7.C systems, as well as 
laqe systems, .re presented in Figure 6-2. 

6.4.4 · I..~Lili' ;)iscontinualion. 
It is conceivable tbat systems can meet the 

lead AL_ Which they ~ld previously exceed~ 
through improved treml.lellt~ control 
or source water treatment-or because they 
obtain an alternative source of water. Thus, 
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water systems can discontinue the LSLRP if 
they can demonstrate that first~w tap water 
lead levels are below the lead AL for two 
oonsecutive six-month monitoring periods. EPA 
decided to require lead AL com~ over 
the course of an entire year to ensure that the 
lower leYds genuinely te&ct a 1owaing of al 
levels, and not nonnal variability in lead levels 
at the tap. Rea>mmmcement of the n:placemmt 
program is required if a system subsequently 
exceeds the lead AL during any single 
monitoring period. 

6.5 Reporting Requirements 
-Once the LSLRP is initiated, a Syslrm must 

meet reporting requimnents in aa:ordance with 
the standardi7.ed schedule presented in Table 
6-3 and outlined below. · 

Within three months of being required to 
begin the LSI.RP, a system seeking to rebut 
the control presumption (presumes the system 
controls the entire I.SL) must submit a letter 
to the State describing the legal authority which 
limits the system's control over the LSL and 
explain the extent of the system's control. The 
lettt:r must include copies of the State statute, 
municipal ordinance, public service contract, 
or any other legal authority the system contends 
limits control. 

Within 12 months a system must submit to 
the State a schedule for the replacement of all 
its LSu at the annual rate approvea by me 
State. The schedule must also state the initial 
number of LSLs. The schedule could include 
the location of the LSLs within the distribution 
system, and identify the LSLs scheduled for 
~ during each year of the teplacanent 
schedule. 

Every 12 months a system must 
demonstrate that 7 percent ( or more as 
specified by the State) of its LSLs have 

-
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Table 6-1. LSLRP General Accounting Worksheet 

lnitiaJ No. of L.Sls: -----
Required Annual Replacement (No.): 

Required Annual Replacement (%): ------

v .. , PHS 

1 
2 
3 
4 ···.· . : I Yi') >I / , }'; :}{t' : .,, =,':it}J),: 
5 , . rn:h: \'.'= \A tr: :CQt\\,;:)(i · 
8 · .. . 
7 
8 
9 
10 ::: fJ::§.,,,.,:,:,., ... '.'' <"=i',.·,,,·,·,·=,,·">' : . \! fr: 'i" t<r(), 

11 :'=)])''' ·:\: Vi,: p; ) '• ·':J/.:,;:,}:.o;::::,:,:, ..• 
12 : 

13 
14 
15 -i.. 

PHS · = Number of LSLs physically replaced In the given yffl. 
RBT r- Number of LSLs eltmlnated via Pb contribution rebuttals. 
EXC • Number of initially Identified LS..s which are found not to' be LSLs upon excavation for given year. 
No.REP /•Number of LSls •replaced" in'the given year (PHS + RBT + EXC). 
%REP f = Percent of LSLs replaced for the given year (No.RepllnlUal No.)(100) 
CNo.REP· • Cumulative number of LSLs replaced through given year. 
C%REP • Cumulative percent of LSLs replaced through given year. 



Table 6-2. LSLRP General Accounting Worksheet 

Initial No. of LSLs: 

Required Annual Replacement (No.): 

Required Annual Replacement (%): 

Annu• ~' ;mbera 
~ v .. , PHS RBT i .XC No.REP %REP CNo.REP " .·. C%REP . -•. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

693 7, 0 700 
694 6 0 700 
690 10 Q 700 
690 10 0 700 

.. 
690 . 10 0 700 
690 . 10 0 700 
688 12 0 700 
689 11 0 700 
670 29 1 700 
664 34 ; 700 
665 . 34 1 700 
645 55 0 700 
638 60 2 700 
630 68 2 700 
186 12 2 200 

PHS • Number of LSLs phystcaly , JS)laced in the given y..-. 
RBT 
EXC 
No.REP 
%REP 
CNo.REP 
C%REP 

• Number of LSLs elimlnatea . .a· Pb contribution rebuttals. 
• Nt.mber of lnllally identfied LSLs which are found not to be LSLs upon excavation for given y..-. 
• Number of LSLs ·replaced" in the given year (PHS + RBT + EXC). 
• Percent of LSLs replaced for the given year (No.RepllNtial No.)(100) 
• Cumulative number of LSLs replaced through given ye•. 
• Cumulative percent of LSLs replaced ttvough given year. 
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Table 6-3. Reporting Requirements Schedule 

Rebuttal of •control 
presumptton• 

Materials evaluation 
and replacement 
schedule 

been replaced. Sample documentation 
demonstrating rebuttal of the lead 
contribution presumption must also be 
submitted in accordance with this 
achedule. The annual letter must contain 
the following information: 
1. The number of LSLs scheduled to be 

replaced during the previous year of 
the replacement schedule. 

2. The number and location of each U3L 
replaced during the previous year of 
the schedule. 

3. If measured, the wat.er lead concentra
tion and location of each U3L sampled, 
the sampling method, and the ~ate of 
sampling. 
EPA believes that this information 

must be submitted annually t.o insure that 
the system is properly ~mpleting the 
LSLRP. 

Certification of •replacemem- of 
LSLs equaling at least 7 percent of 
the initial number of LSLs as 
s~ed by the State 

6.6 Record-Keeping 
Requirements 

Any system subject to the record
keeping requirements of §141.91 must 
retain on its premises original records of 
all sampling data and analyses, reports, 
surveys, letters, evaluations, schedules, 
State determinations, and any other 
information required by §141.81 through 
§141.88. Each water system shall retain 
these records for no fewer than 12 years. 
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